radical.md (written and directed by Nicoleta Esinencu for Moldova Camping) is, essentially, a verbatim text:
everything the actors (Doriana Talmazan, Veaceslav Sambriş and Valeriu Pahomii) say on stage comes, in reality,
from conversations on internet forums. The staging strategy, however, cleverly circumvents the handy convention
of a chatroom, using instead its convivial equivalent: three (apparent) friends on a picnic, a choice also justified by
the spatial concept of the entire project: the stage is covered in real grass, it has camping chairs and tables –
since we were talking about making friends –, reinventing, in its privacy, the protection zone that Internet
communication entails. Three people (three actors who know how to act minimalism and mundane without
crossing the line into caricature) roast meat and talk, filming themselves at the same time. They film themselves
engaging in a sort of xenophobic competition around who they, themselves, are and who are the others, about
food and language. And the topics are not accidental.
Food is one of the most concrete and direct forms identity and ideological identities are materialised (think about
the value attached to the option for kosher or halal food), as well as a favourite topic for Nicoleta Esinencu. The
references to culinary practices are used here as a permanent ping-pong mechanism between assumption
(shashlyk / roast on a skewer), compromise (kebab) and rejection (fast-food, Coca Cola), a palpable (or gustative)
form of aggregation of cannibalism, also identity-related. In order to activate this national(ist) cannibalism,
Esinencu sets in motion the performing function of language – for the first time, her text is written in Moldovan and
played as such, the appellations (“byk”, a derogative name used by Russians for Moldovans, the way “bozgor” is
used for Hungarians, and “romashka” for Romanians) and the clichéd formulas being the linguistic equivalent of
the knife blade with which Sambriş dices the raw meat in order to roast it. The accents (Moldovan and Romanian)
enter a complex dance in the play, in a ballet of national pride and historical frustration, where the fascination of
sexual penetration (freely consented or as rape) is a metaphor for the unaccepted hybridisation of an orphan
language…
Iulia Popovici
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